
A Final Message to my fabulous 
APUSHERs!



Reminders:
1. Last minute strategies!
2. What to bring with you!
3. Simple tips to remember!

Repeat after me: Not today, test anxiety! 😊

Hear me in the distance 
yelling, “Fight Fiercely!”😊

Snack, drink, mints, gum, pencil!



Multiple choice reminders

• Read  and analyze the 

document carefully. 
• DO NOT SEARCH FOR 

ANSWERS in the 

document. 
• Read the question carefully. 

Pay more attention to the 

question than you do to the 

answers. 
• Identify the skill, the theme, 

and the era. 

• Don’t over-analyze! 

• Don’t change your mind or 

second guess yourself!
• There is no guessing penalty. 



Remember MOST questions require you to 
blend your document analysis skills WITH your 
knowledge of history. 

This question requires you to understand that 
the document is describing a revival 
movement, The First Great Awakening. AND… 
it requires you to understand the impact of 
that movement which included new churches, 
individual rebellion against some clergy, 
growth of individualism, etc.



Step 1: Use the lingo (key words) of the prompt to set up your answer… 

get the pen moving and ensure you’re ATFP!

Step 2: Include one piece of historical evidence relevant to the prompt. 
(if comparison, you need two!)

Step 3: Explain how or why! … ensure you are showing your analysis and not just making a statement!



Two Source SAQ

•Use the lingo to set up your answer! Ensure you 
are ATFP (Address the Full Prompt).
•Include one piece of specific evidence or 
analysis NOT in the document or prompt. Shoot for 
proper nouns!
•Explain HOW or WHY your evidence 
supports/answers the question! If you are using 
“this is significant because” make sure your 
statement is explaining!

For two-source SAQs- clearly 
identify each historian’s 
interpretation and HOW they 
differ from each other. DO NOT 
QUOTE unless it is brief, and you 
are using it to explain how “this is 
evident because.” 



Primary Source SAQ

The documents stimulates your mind!

The document will have something in it 
that stimulates your thinking… let it 
connect to your knowledge and the 
prompt… combine both in your response.

Pay attention to the source line and 
dates… you may see a magic year!

TIP:
DO NOT REPEAT YOURSELF! 
You will not get credit for “double 
dipping.”



Simple SAQ

You will get a choice between two; from 
different eras but similar skills.

Identify the skills being tested and the topics/eras. 
Keep your answers focused on what is being tested.
Choose carefully! Consider if you have three pieces 
of evidence and which era you understand best!



10-minute break then ESSAYs!

Essay is ONE chunk of time. 
You must manage your time!
Consider knocking the LEQ out quickly/first. You can score high with only three or 
four paragraphs. 
Then focus remaining time on DBQ.



LEQ Strategies… Steps for Success RECAP…

May the Force Be With You!

1.Identify the topic of the essay and consider it your primary “story” 

(analysis).

2.Choose a topic from the “prelude” to center your contextualization 

and create your “crawl”.

a.Define your topic.

b.Explain the historical significance of that topic.

c. Explain how that context relates to the topic of the essay.



LEQ Strategies… 

Steps for Success RECAP Continued…

3.  Write your thesis.

a.Hyperspace (Simple Approach):

i. Restate the prompt.

ii. Take a stand on the qualifier.

iii.Provide a line of reasoning.

b. Battle Approach (Complex Approach): Thesis Formula: Although  X, 

Y because…

i. Identify the skill being tested.

ii. Address both sides of the skill, making one your X & one your Y.

iii.Give different values to X and Y.

iv.Provide a line of reasoning & ensure you are ATFP



LEQ Strategies… Steps for Success RECAP… Continued

4.  Choose two pieces of evidence from within the parameters of the 

prompt.

5.  Write your body paragraphs. 

a.Topic sentence introducing argument (Turn thesis into topic 

sentence or pull your X or Y statement from complex thesis and 

turn it into a topic sentence).

b.Provide a piece of evidence.

c. Explain how that evidence supports your argument (explain how 

or why).

d.Close the loop with a final “Therefore…”



LEQ Strategies… Steps for Success RECAP… Final Consideration

6.  Add complexity.

a.Address both sides of the skill with evidence/analysis.

b.Ping-Pong to a different era/topic.



4 of the LEQ points apply to DBQ, too!
Thesis
Contextualization
Evidence
Unicorn



3-Step Plan for Analyzing Documents

Step 1: Describe the document and explain 
how it relates to the topic.

Step 2: Use the HIPP strategy to analyze the 
documents and explain how they are 
relevant to the thesis.

Step 3: Apply your analysis to your essay! 



Step 1

Describe the document… then explain how or why it relates to the 
main topic of your essay.

“Document #___ shows/explains….               
(Identify the document and describe it GBO.) 

This document relates to ___________ because…”
(Identify the topic of  essay.)        (Explain how or why it relates.)



Step 2

Use the HIPP strategy to analyze the documents.
Then… explain how or why the HIPP relates to 
your argument/thesis. 

“The __________ of document #___      was….          because….”
(purpose/POV/audience/context)     (Identify doc.)  (describe HIPP.)   (Explain how/why HIPP is evident.)

This is relevant to the argument that …    because…” 
(Identify X or Y from your thesis or other relevant argument connected to it.)     
(Explain how or why the HIPP relates to your argument/thesis)



Step 3 

Apply your analysis to your essay.

“Therefore, document #__ supports the argument that …                     
(Identify doc.)       (State your X or Y from your thesis.) 

because…..”
(Explain how or why it supports the argument.)
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